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Abstract— The article presents a benchmark (OlfMark) to
evaluate the performance of mobile robot odour source locali-
sation tasks. The problem of finding odour sources with mobile
robots is introduced and a set of materials commonly employed
in this task are described. The OlfMark represents a first step
in order to define methodologies to run olfactory experiments
and compare results obtained with different algorithms This
benchmark uses a small-scale environment where obstacles,
airflow and gas sources are controlled. The robot hardware
is only constrained in terms of maximum dimensions. In
principle any olfactory system can be employed, since the
benchmark proposes to adapt the emission rate to the detectors
sensitivity. The paper finishes with the procedure to calculate
the performance of an odour source localisation task with the
benchmark.

I. INTRODUCTION

The GUARDIANS1 (Group of Unmanned Assistant Robots
Deployed In Aggregative Navigation by Scent) project is an
FP6, EU funded project, developing a swarm of autonomous
robots. The end-user South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue (UK)
pointed out that industrial warehouses in the emergency
of a fire are a major concern. Searching for victims will
be dangerous because of the combination of the enormous
dimensions of the warehouses and the expected low visibility
when smoke develops. The searching of an industrial ware-
house in smoke was made the central application scenario of
the GUARDIANS project.

A major role of the robot swarm in this scenario is to
support a human being searching the warehouse by enhanc-
ing the human’s navigation. Since no heavy physical task
is assigned to the robots, the swarm may consist of small
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the GUARDIANS system with a group of mobile
robots exploring an unknown environment and eventually supporting human
fire-fighters operating inside the environment.

and even mini-robots. Whereas locomotion is not a problem,
the smoke poses a problem for human beings as well as for
robots. The low visibility causes a number of related prob-
lems. It hampers navigation as the sight on landmarks is lost
and subsequently localization and mapping turn problematic.
Radio contact partially relieves these problems, however as
we will discuss a warehouse is full of obstacles in the radio
spectrum.

Support for a human being is a final aim for the
GUARDIANS swarm of robots. In the GUARDIANS project
the interaction of the human with the robot swarm is very
distinct from the feedback that the swarm provides to the
human. The human being is an autonomous member of the
group and is free to behave as he/she wishes. The feedback
of the robot group to the human consists in guidance and
navigation instructions, on the basis of which the human may
or may not change his/her behaviour. The robots react to the
actions of the human similarly as they do to other group
members. Thus, the behaviour of the human influences the
robot group, however the human does not directly instruct
any robot. Figure 1 represents the architecture of such
human-robots cooperative system.

II. THE GUARDIANS TESTING AND VALIDATION

The GUARDIANS project is divided into several work-
packages (WP), each responsible to implement complemen-
tary tasks (e.g., WP2 is related with autonomous mobile plat-
forms and their navigation and mission supporting sensors,
namely olfaction systems). The platforms can cooperatively



Fig. 2. Software architecture.

search for chemical volatiles released from fires, sharing
information with neighbours inside a partially unknown
environment. During the exploration, each robot sends the
gathered information about the environment to a high-level
module, which fuses all the collected information and uses
the processed data to feedback a global group controller.
Additionally, this high-level module provides a friendly user
interface with real-time results of the exploration and allows
the user to specify missions for the system. The integration
of the developed hardware and software modules is made
possible by the definition of a whole system architecture
where all interfaces were clearly specified. During the first
workpackage of the project, the users specified the main
requirements and operating characteristics for a multi-robot
system supporting fire-fighting operations inside large ware-
houses.

The main objectives of WP7 are to make integrated system
tests of the modules developed in during the previous WPs
and to validate the system against the users’ specifications
in realistic scenarios.

It should be highlighted that testing is an iterative process
centred on the goal of finding defects in a system. It may
be for debugging reasons or acceptance reasons (validation).
Trying to find defects is an essential part of every test
process. To achieve this goal, every test process should
contain activities for planning what is needed, specifying
what should be tested, and executing those test cases. It is
widely accepted that it is impossible to find all defects in
a complex system, like the GUARDIANS system. Never-
theless, since some testing procedures are valid for every
test process, before starting WP7 a generic testing procedure
template was defined providing the basic structured approach
for organizing and evaluating a well controlled test process
[M08Testing].

At the early phases of the project, three testing scenarios
were planned to be used in this WP:

• A simulated realistic scenario, allowing the simulation
of fire deflagrations inside warehouses. The main as-

pects to be simulated in this scenario are the environ-
ment obstacles (mainly walls), the progress of existing
fires (including combustibles, oxygen, airflow and the
spread of volatiles inside the warehouse). And finally,
the response of the sensors and the agents’ motion
allowing to have a first evaluation of the GUARDIANS
system against the users’ requirements. This simulation
environment should be able to simulate the system with
an arbitrary large number of robotic agents, allowing
to assess the benefits of the swarming approach to fire-
fighting.

• A real scaled down scenario of the previously described
environment. This scenario will fit inside a large re-
search laboratory and will use an average number of
small robots (up to twenty Khepera III robots). The
robots should be equipped with a small olfactory system
and have minimum sensing capabilities to allow testing
localization and mapping algorithms in real conditions.

• The third testing scenario is a large warehouse where
a fire can be simulated. A small number of medium
size robots should be employed in this scenario. These
robots should be fully equipped with localization and
ranging sensing systems, allowing testing the full
SLAM and cooperating abilities of the GUARDIANS
system.

The above scenarios were worked out during the execution
of the project, for example, the Player/Stage environment [1]
was chosen inside the consortium and a set of plug-in
modules were developed to allow the simulation of specific
aspects (e.g., basic swarming behaviours, multi-robot explo-
ration, the transport and sensing of chemical volatiles through
the atmosphere, mobile robot olfaction, etc). Several partners
set up reduced scale realistic scenarios in their labs, so they
could make experiments and test ideas with small mobile
robots (ISR, ETU, SHU, HNI), and other partners set up
real scale testing facilities where they could test algorithms
with medium size robots in smoky environments.

The main requirements specified by the users during WP1
for the GUARDIANS system are:

• Fast gathering of information in order to determine
the seriousness, and scale of the incidents and request
adequate resources.

• Never compromise the safety of the fire-fighters.
Considering these user requirements, it can be said that the

main GUARDIANS mission is to find targets in an unknown
environment and additionally it would be desirable to help
humans in an exploration process while assessing the risk
of the environment, so an operations commander can make
appropriate decisions.

To solve the above problem, the system needs to address
a set of basic related problems, namely:

Self-localisation: the robots need to be able to
localise themselves inside the environment. Without
localisation the robots will not be able to navigate.
Feature identification: the robots need to be able
to identify environmental features, like corridors or



Fig. 3. Entities influencing the results of a mobile robot mission.

different types of obstacles. This problem should
be solved using sensors able to operate in environ-
ments with reduced or no visibility.
Target identification: the robots need o be able
to identify mission-related targets. In the case of a
fire-fighting mission, these targets are flames, hot-
spots, dangerous chemicals, etc.
Environment exploration: the robots need to be
able to make decisions in order to autonomously
explore an unknown (eventually structured) envi-
ronment, searching for targets.
Map-building: the system needs to be able to
build and maintain a map with the localisation of
the features and targets found during the robots
exploration.
Communication: The robots should operate keep-
ing active communication links with the system.
User interface: The interface between the system
and a commander should be made through a base-
station, able to fuse, to process and to present the
gathered data in an intuitive way, and to accept
simple operating commands that can be sent to the
whole or to a partial group of robots.

Of course the research issues arising while solving the
above problems are wide and there are no simple ways for
measuring all the aspects involved. But, from a system point
of view, some simple metrics that can be proposed to evaluate
the system performance and validate the system against the
user requirements which are:

Speed of operation: how fast can the system
explore a given environment?
Feature map accuracy: an accurate feature map
requires accurate feature identification and accurate

Fig. 4. KheperaIII robots equipped with kheNose [2] sensing system and
3DM GX2 Microstrain IMU.

localisation.
Target map accuracy: an accurate map of targets
requires accurate target identification and accurate
localisation.
User interface satisfaction: Is the information
provided in a complete and friendly way?

At the beginning of WP7, following the second year
review meeting and taking into account the difficulties related
with navigation in the target environments, it was decided by
the reviewers to define a set of four demonstration scenar-
ios. These scenarios were focused on the demonstration of
specific research aspects of the project, so the previous plan
of testing and validating the whole system against the user
requirements was reformulated and instead of a full system
demonstration, only partial demonstrations were done. The
four demonstration scenarios and an additional one proposed
by the consortium are:

Scenario 1: Robots accompanying a fire-fighter
Scenario 2: Communication demonstration
Scenario 3: Cooperative mapping of a fixed envi-
ronment
Scenario 4: Gas source localisation
Scenario 5: GUARDIAN robot as a labourer for
the fire-fighter

The resume of these scenarios and their main results are
described in the next sections. Each demonstration scenario
have the following structure:

• List of involved partners (scenario leader first)
• Main goals of the demonstration
• Evaluation metrics
• Results
• A discussion about how the demo could have been

integrated into the full GUARDIANS system

A. Robots and fixed communication gateways

B. Human operators

III. RESULTS

Figure 15 shows the trajectories taken by three Roomba
robots while exploring a small maze-like environment.



Fig. 5. Erratic robots.

Fig. 6. iRobot Roomba robot upgraded with a laptop, a sonar array, and
gas, and anemometer sensors.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Figures 4 until 14 show some material developed in the
framework of the project and employed in the testings.
During the final tests, the system was evaluated against the
following metrics:

1) Ability to localise the source.
2) Accuracy of the estimated odour map.
3) Ability to completely explore an unknown environment.
4) Exploration time vs. optimal exploration time.

As a qualitative evaluation we can say that the system
was able to do all the main capabilities expected by the end-
users (autonomous exploration and human assistance). More
information about the whole system testing and about the
individual scenarios that where demonstrated can be read in
the project final report [4]. Some supplementary material for
this manuscript will be hosted in a web address.2

2http://embedded.deec.uc.pt/∼guardians/
publications/ICRA2010WS Testing/

Fig. 7. BeBot robots with Laser Range Finder and in Infrared photo-
detectors.

Fig. 8. GUARDIAN robot developed by partner Robotnik.
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Fig. 9. Gateway modules are connecting any kind of device that require
wireless ad-hoc communication.



Fig. 10. Radio/Sonar fire-fighter localization and following in smoke using
radiosonar TDoA [3].

Fig. 11. Specially developed Helmets with a light array visor to guide
fire-fighters inside the operation scenario.

Fig. 12. Base Station that gets the information of the team (robots and
fire-fighters location, sensor inputs, etc.) and gives goals to the fire-fighter
helmet from the outside.

Fig. 13. Base Station User Interface Areas.

Fig. 14. Communication network with node positions and available links
as well as the GUARDIANS Robot are visualized at the base station.

Fig. 15. Path taken by three Roomba robots after completely exploring a
reduced scale maze-like scenario.
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